
 Contact Information

Professor Kenneth Peter

Phone: 408-924-5562

Email: kenneth.peter@sjsu.edu

Office: Clark Hall 402C

Office Hours: MW 1030-12:00

 Course Description and Requisites

Thinking critically about the classic problems of politics; learning how to interpret, discuss and write about historical and contemporary political

thought.

GE Area(s): C2. Humanities

Letter Graded

 Classroom Protocols

1. Reading. This is a reading course. Students should read the scheduled assignments prior to coming to class. You will want to be in a

position to ask questions about it or understand the explanation in lecture. Students surveyed upon completion of this class report that they

spend 2-4 hours a week completing the reading for this course. Be aware of this requirement before committing yourself to the course. You

should ALWAYS bring your texts with you to class, so you can follow along during the lectures.

2. Courtesy. Proper classroom etiquette includes arriving on time and staying for the full lecture, refraining from distracting other students

during the lecture, listening attentively until the professor dismisses the class, turning off cell phones during lecture, using laptops for note

taking only, and treating the opinions of other students with respect. The professor reserves the right to deduct from the overall grade for

particularly egregious examples of poor classroom etiquette, and to reward students for outstanding displays of collegiality.

3. Attendance. This professor will not nag you about attendance and the grade for the course is not based on attendance.  However, the course
is designed so that regular, on-time attendance is essential for a student to learn the material.  This is NOT the kind of a course in which

students can catch-up on missed lectures by reading a textbook.  There is NO textbook and so the material covered in class can not easily be

found elsewhere.   Attendance is especially important for these reasons:

a) Lectures help explain the original-source readings we do.

b) Lectures often cover materials completely independent and/or supplementary to the texts.

c) Lectures provide an opportunity for questions, participation, and getting motivated to do the rest of the work.

d) Often, important announcements are made at the beginning of class--sometimes clarifying or changing assignments.

e) Participation can improve your grade.

If you are absent, it is your responsibility to get notes on what you missed.

 

 Program Information

Welcome to this General Education course.

SJSU’s General Education Program establishes a strong foundation of versatile skills, fosters curiosity about the world, promotes ethical

judgment, and prepares students to engage and contribute responsibly and cooperatively in a multicultural, information-rich society. General
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education classes integrate areas of study and encourage progressively more complex and creative analysis, expression, and problem solving.

The General Education Program has three goals:

Goal 1: To develop students’ core competencies for academic, personal, creative, and professional pursuits.

Goal 2: To enact the university’s commitment to diversity, inclusion, and justice by ensuring that students have the knowledge and skills

to serve and contribute to the well-being of local and global communities and the environment.

Goal 3: To offer students integrated, multidisciplinary, and innovative study in which they pose challenging questions, address complex

issues, and develop cooperative and creative responses.

More information about the General Education Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) can be found on the GE website (https://sjsu.edu/general-

education/ge-requirements/overview/learning-outcomes.php).

 Course Goals

Content:

Many of the political ideas which we take for granted were once new and controversial.  This course seeks to reawaken many of the important

debates which shaped our political heritage.  By reading, discussing, and criticizing the substance of historical political ideas we gain the

perspective necessary to question our own hidden assumptions, and perhaps to reform or change them.

This course will focus on four broad categories of political thought, each of which pursues different ends and utilizes different styles.  The

course will first look at the relationship between individual citizens and the societies in which they live.  Is there a fundamental conflict between

being a good person and being a good citizen?  Next, the course will examine political ideals.  What political arrangements would do the best

job of fulfilling human potentials?  Third, the course will examine theories of political power.  How should we deal with the darker side of

politics--the violence and coercion that lies behind the state?  Finally, the course will conclude with politics and equality.  How have reformers

sought to justify greater equality in the human condition, especially for groups that have historically been deprived of equal social and political

status?

Approach:

Political theory, while taught within political science departments, shares many similarities with literature, history, philosophy, and the

humanities.  It cultivates a kind of thinking more than it disseminates a body  of knowledge.  Students learn to criticize ideas, analyze texts,

create theories, and construct arguments, among other things.  Memorization skills and objective knowledge play little role in it.  For these

reasons, the course is well suited for students who wish to cultivate their writing, their analytic skills, their ability to appreciated literature, as

well as their understanding of ethical, social, and political problems.

This course will require extensive reading, writing, and discussion--all designed to encourage you to think analytically, critically, and

systematically about the ideas at hand.  Many weeks, you will read 50 pages or more of moderately difficult material--from primary sources

and not from textbooks.  Sometimes this material is written in a style that is antiquated and difficult to understand.  You will be rewarded for

discussing this material in class.  You will be required to write essays criticizing the political theories and analyzing the texts from which those

theories are drawn.  The professor will offer substantial assistance to help students learn how to read this material and how to write about it. 

 Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs)

GE Area C2: Humanities

Area C Arts and Humanities courses help students to respond subjectively as well as objectively to aesthetic experiences and to develop an

understanding of the integrity of both emotional and intellectual responses. C2 Humanities courses encourage students to analyze and

appreciate works of philosophical, historical, literary, aesthetic, and cultural importance.

GE Area C2 Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of a C2 course, students should be able to:

1. analyze and understand works of philosophical and humanistic importance, including their temporal and cultural dimensions;

2. explore and articulate their own subjective aesthetic and intellectual responses to such texts;

3. analyze and assess ideas of value, meaning, and knowledge, as produced within the humanistic disciplines; and

4. research and write effective analyses of works of the human intellect and imagination

Writing Practice: Students will write a minimum of 1500 words in a language and style appropriate to the discipline.

 Course Materials

There are five texts required for the course, and students are strongly advised to purchase physical copies. The reader and used copies of the 4
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texts total to less that $60 total.  Trust me, you want physical copies.  (You will be allowed to use physical texts while you complete your

midterms in class, when electronic devices are not permitted.)

Make sure you purchase the correct edition--there are dozens of different translations of some of these texts and you need to have the one that

everyone else in class is using--or you won't understand my lectures or test questions.  Other sections of POLS 3 sometimes use different

editions--so double check to be sure you are purchasing the correct one.

All texts are available at the Spartan Bookstore.  The Course Reader is ONLY available at the Spartan Bookstore.  If you want to order the four

texts elsewhere, just be sure to match the ISBN number.  Used and beaten-up copies are FINE.  I almost always buy used books myself.

1. Plato, The Trial and Death of Socrates (Hackett.) ISBN 13 : 9780872205543

2. More, Utopia (Penguin.) ISBN 13 : 978014144232

3. Machiavelli, The Prince (Hackett–Wootton Translation) ISBN 13 : 9780872203167 

4. Rousseau, Discourse on the Origins of Inequality, (Hackett.) ISBN 13 : 9780872201507 

5. Course reader, selected readings compiled by the professor.

 Course Requirements and Assignments

This course is primarily about reading and writing about controversial political ideas.  The most important assignments are to do the reading,

as specified in the course schedule/study guide.  Without doing the reading it will be difficult or impossible to perform well on the exams.

All the written assignments will be done in class.  The course has four units on four different topics in political theory.  Each of the four units

will have a 75 minute midterm exam.

The final exam contains the 4th midterm for the fourth unit and also requires a single extended essay on the course as a whole.

The midterms are organized in this way:

Each midterm will have 6-7 questions.  Students will choose 5 of these questions and write a short essay responding to each of the 5 they

choose.

All questions on the midterms are focused on specific quotations taken directly from our assigned reading.  Typically, there will be a quotation

provided and the student will be asked to interpret it and critique it.

The final is organized in this way:

The first half of the final is identical to a midterm and focuses on the 4th unit of the course. 

The second half of the final asks students to write a long essay on several overarching themes of the course, supporting their analysis with

examples drawn from several of our readings.  A study guide will be provided in advance to help students prepare.

 Grading Information

Factors affecting grades:

1.  Missed exams.  It is the student's responsibility to make arrangements for any planned absences which will interfere with assignments, and

to contact Prof. Peter at the first available opportunity concerning emergencies which cause a missed exam.  If students miss the final or a

midterm due to a verifiable emergency or University excused absence, they will be allowed to take an alternate exam during a make-up period.

Without a verifiable excuse the exam will not be made up. If you have an unchangeable family, commute, or work obligation that interferes with
the final or regular class meetings, then don’t sign up for the course.

2. Incompletes.   I offer an incomplete according to university and department rules under the following conditions: 1) a student has completed

2/3 of the course successfully but 2) a student is forced to miss an important assignment due to a verifiable illness or family emergency and 3)

the assignment cannot be made up before the time of the final. Be aware, however, that you will have just one year to make up the

assignments or the incomplete automatically turns into an ‘F”.

3. Academic renewal.  An alternative for students who do not qualify for the incomplete (for example, if you have done less than 2/3 of the

assignments or you need to attend a lot of lectures) is to retake the course under academic renewal. You are limited to a certain number of

courses over your college career, but this can be an excellent option in certain situations.

4. Dropping the course.  I will cooperate with any student wishing to drop the course for any reason. However, the University has adopted strict

rules against dropping a course after the first few weeks unless you have very compelling evidence (death certificate, etc.) I disagree with the

policy but cannot change it.



5. WUs vs Fs.   I am required to issue “WU”s (Withdrawal Unauthorized) to students who do not drop the course but who stop coming to class

and doing the assignments. I give “WU”s to those students who “disappear” after doing no graded assignments, and “F”s to those students who

“disappear” after doing at least one graded assignment. But both grades are equally bad, so avoid them both!

Breakdown
Grading Matrix:

1st Midterm 100 points

2nd Midterm 100 points

3rd Midterm 100 points

Final Exam 200 points

Extra Credit:  There is normally no extra credit available in the course.  However, the Professor may add some points for students who are

outstanding classroom participants.  See the helpful hints guide to learn how you might earn those points.

Total points in the course: 500.  The percentage a student earns of these 500 points will result in the following course grades:

98-100 A plus

93-97 A

90-92 A minus

88-89 B plus

83-87 B

80-82 B minus

78-79 C plus

73-77 C

70-72 C minus

68-69 D plus

63-67 D

60-62 D minus

0-59 F

Criteria
For the SHORT ESSAYS on the midterms and the finals, each will be worth 20 points, graded on the following scale:

18-20 points: an A answer because it does all of the following:

1) Is written and organized clearly, with a well formed paragraph.

2) Directly answers the question.

3) Offers a detailed and plausible example or two or more minor examples drawn from the readings and lectures, using at least one direct

quotation from a relevant assigned text.

4) Puts the answer in perspective and discusses the significance of the issues raised in the answer.

16-17 points: a B answer which does all of the following

1) Is written and organized clearly, with a well formed paragraph.

2) Directly answers the question.

3) Offers plausible examples and significance, but usually less detailed, and may be missing a direct quotation to illustrate its point.

14-15 points: a C answer which does the following.

1) May not be written or organized as clearly, but is readable.

2) At least partially answers the question.

3) Makes reference to the reading, but may be somewhat vague.

Lower than 14 points:

Answers at this level vary in terms of their problems.  Some may be very poorly written and organized to the point that the Professor

cannot understand them, even if they otherwise have good ideas.  Others may simply give answers that are implausible given the reading

and lectures.  Others may be extremely brief and offer no examples or discuss the significance of the issue at all.

For the LONG ESSAY on the final exam, the essay will be worth 100 points, broken down into the following categories:



20 points--Readability, grammar, mechanics.

20 points--Organization, thesis, paragraph structure, topic sentences

40 points--Analysis and quotations from assigned texts to support the argument

20 points--Overall argument and conclusion.

 

 University Policies

Per University Policy S16-9 (http://www.sjsu.edu/senate/docs/S16-9.pdf), relevant university policy concerning all courses, such as student

responsibilities, academic integrity, accommodations, dropping and adding, consent for recording of class, etc. and available student services

(e.g. learning assistance, counseling, and other resources) are listed on Syllabus Information web page (https://www.sjsu.edu/curriculum

/courses/syllabus-info.php) (https://www.sjsu.edu/curriculum/courses/syllabus-info.php). Make sure to visit this page to review and be aware

of these university policies and resources.

 Course Schedule

UNIT 1: LIBERTY OF CONSCIENCE

1. Wednesday January 25 Organization of the class; Introduction to Political Thought

Discussion Questions:

1. What is the origin of “politics?”

2. What does “theory” mean?

3. How should a student go about reading a work of political theory?

2. Monday January 30 Introduction to the Greeks; Introduction to Socrates

Readings: Read Plato’s Apology (The 2nd Dialogue in the “The Trial and Death of Socrates”: pp. 21-37–up until the sentencing of

Socrates..)

Discussion Questions:

1. With what is Socrates charged, and what do you think is the real reason he is on trial?

2. Why did Socrates defend himself the way he did? Would you have mounted a different defense? What techniques did he use as a

speaker to get his points across?

3. Wednesday February 1 Socrates’ “Apology”

Readings: Finish reading Plato’s Apology (pp. 38-42.)

Discussion Questions:

1. What is your analysis of the outcome of the trial?

2. Explain what happened in the “penalty phase” of the trial. What did you think of the first penalty that Socrates proposed for himself?4.

Monday February 6 Socrates’ “Crito” and “Phaedo.”

4. February 3 Socrates in the Crito and Phaedo

Readings: Read all of Plato’s Crito, read the short selection from the Phaedo (pp. 43-58.)

Discussion Questions:

1. Why didn't Socrates escape from prison when he had the chance?

2. Should we always obey the state even when we feel it is making a terribly wrong decision?

3. How does Socrates comfort his friends at the time of his death? If you have experienced the death of a loved one, how do you feel

about the death of Socrates?

5. Wednesday February 8 Introduction to John Stuart Mill

Readings: J.S. Mill’s On Liberty, Chapter II “Of the Liberty of Thought and Discussion” in reader. Read roughly the first half for today.

(Hint: Read the last few pages of the Chapter first. He summarizes his argument there. Then read the whole chapter to look for his

(lengthy) examples.)

Discussion Questions:

1. Do you agree with the several reasons Mill gives for allowing others to speak and think freely, even when we are sure they are wrong?

2. What do you make of Mill's references to Socrates and Jesus? What are all the points he wishes to make by raising these examples?
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3. What are the specific reasons Mill thinks we should always know both sides of an argument?

6. Monday February 13 The Practical use of Liberty

Readings: J.S. Mill’s On Liberty, Chapter II “Of the Liberty of Thought and Discussion” in reader. Finish the second half for today.

Discussion Questions:

1. What does Mill mean when he says that in practical fields like politics, the “truth” always emerges from between the two extremes? Do

you agree?

2. Examine the structure of Mill’s essay. Granted, the paragraphs and examples are long, but can you outline the sequence of arguments

he makes and see how they fit together?

7. Wednesday February 15 Martin Luther King, modern “gadfly.”

Readings: Martin Luther King’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail” in course reader, or online in numerous locations.

Discussion Questions:

1. What literary techniques does King use to give his letter emotional impact in the reader?

2. How can we distinguish between just and unjust laws?

3. How does King tailor his rhetoric to walk the line between the two alternatives he finds on his right and his left?

8. Monday February 20 Unit 1 Midterm

Midterm for Unit 1 today in class.

UNIT TWO: POLITICAL IDEALS

9. Wednesday February 22 Pericles and Democratic Ideals

Readings: Pericles’ “Funeral Oration” in reader.

Discussion Questions:

1. What sort of a speaker is Pericles? What techniques does he use to hold the attention of his audience?

2. What are Pericles's ideals of Athenian society?

3. How do the ideals of Athenian society espoused by Pericles compare with modern ideals?

10. Monday February 27 Introduction to Thomas More

Readings: More’s Utopia Book I two short sections:

p. 30-35 Begins: “I once happened to be dining with the Cardinal”.

p. 50-55 (end Part I.)  Begins “That’s exactly how things are in public affairs...."”

Discussion Questions:

1. How does More link economics and crime in Book 1?

2. What is the proper role of a King’s advisor, according to More in Book I?

11. Wednesday March 1 Utopian economics and ethics

Readings: More’s Utopia, Bk II, first half (roughly p. 57-91)

Discussion Questions:

1. Why does More talk about such things as the street grids in towns? Is this a symbol for something else?

2. What do the Utopians do with gold? Why?

3 Is Utopia “communist” and if so, in what way?

4. What is the Utopian attitude toward pleasure? What sort of ethical system do they have?

12. Monday March 6 Utopian society

Readings: More’s Utopia, Bk II, second half (roughly p. 91-124.)

Discussion Questions:

1. What do you think of the roles of men, of women, of slaves, of prisoners, of outsiders, in More’s Utopia?

2. What do the Utopians think of war? What do they do about it?

3. What do you think of the way More concludes Book II? Does it have a different tone than other parts of the book? Does it have a

different speaker?

4. What is the purpose of a utopia that, by definition, can never be achieved? How does More utilize the literary device: irony.

13. Wednesday March 8  Ursula LeGuin and Distopian science fiction



Readings: Ursula LeGuin, “The Ones Who Walk away from Omelas” in reader.

Discussion Questions:

1. Would you walk away from Omelas? How does a disutopia serve some of the same purposes as a utopia?

2. What does LeGuin mean with the phrase “the banality of evil” ?

3. How does LeGuin’s use of the short story impact the message she seeks to communicate? How is the form of this story related to its

content?

14. Monday March 13 Unit 2 Midterm

Midterm for Unit 2 today in class.

UNIT 3: POLITICAL POWER

15. Wednesday March 15 Introduction to Machiavelli

Readings: Machiavelli, “Letter to Francesco Vettori”; The Prince, Dedication, Chs. 1, 7, 8.

Discussion Questions:

1. What examples of irony can you find in Machiavelli’s writing?

2. Does Machiavelli's statement that cruelty can be used well  bother you?

3. Does Machiavelli admire Agothocles? Compare this man from Chapter 8 to Cesare Borgia from Chapter 7.

16. Monday March 20 Love, Fear, and the art of rulership

Readings: The Prince, Chs. 9, 11, 15-17.

Discussion Questions:

1. What does Machiavelli this of “ecclesiastical” (religious) states? What does he really think of Pope Leo?

2. What does Machiavelli say about imaginary republics? Why must a Prince know how to be bad?

3. Is it better to be loved or feared? What about being hated?

17. Wednesday March 22 The psychology of rule

Readings: Machiavelli, The Prince, Chs. 18, 20-23.

Discussion Questions:

1. Why must a Prince be both a fox and a lion?

2. What is Machiavelli’s understanding of the psychology of rulers and ruled? What is the difference between having good qualities and

seeming to have them?

3. What deeper point about war is Machiavelli attempting to make when he discusses fortresses?

March 27-31 Spring Break

18. Monday April 3 Assessing Machiavelli

Readings: Machiavelli, The Prince, Chs. 25, 26.

Discussion Questions:

1. Why is “fortune” the key to understanding Machivelli’s theory in the “Prince?” What does he mean by it? How should a Prince deal with

fortune?

2. How does Machiavelli’s depiction that “Fortune is a woman” strike you? Could feminist theory help us to understand potential

weaknesses in Machiavelli’s theory here?

3. What is your interpretation of the book in light of the final chapter? Do you detect a different tone or purpose in this chapter than in the

rest of the book?

19. Wednesday April 5 Introduction to the Federalist Papers

Readings: Madison , Federalist No. 10 (in reader)

(Hint: don’t be thrown off by the somewhat archaic language. Make sure you understand Madison’s definition of faction, and the rest of

No. 10 will be easier to understand. No. 51 is much easier to read and understand, incidentally. If you get discouraged with 10, go on to 51

and come back to 10 after lecture.)

Discussion Questions:

1. What does Madison mean by faction  in Federalist No. 10?

2. What is Madison's attitude towards democracy and towards the people in Federalist No. 10? What does he mean by “refine and enlarge

the public views”?



20. Monday April 10 What is being checked and balanced?

Readings: Madison Federalist No. 51 (in reader)

Discussion Questions:

1. What is the view of human nature in Madison’s No. 51? How are “checks and balances” a part of that view of human nature?

2. Without meaning it in a pejorative sense, could these papers be called “propaganda?” What is the purpose of these writings?

21. Wednesday April 12 Midterm

Midterm for Unit 3 today in class.

UNIT 4: EQUALITY

22. Monday April 17 Introduction to Rousseau

Readings: Rousseau’s Discourse on the Origin of Inequality: Preface.

Discussion Questions:

1. How is human nature like the statue of Glaucus?

23. Wednesday April 19 Rousseau’s view of human nature.

Readings: Rousseau’s Discourse on the Origin of Inequality: author’s preface and Part I, pages 10-44.

Discussion Questions:

1. Does Rousseau claim that the 2nd Discourse is an accurate history of human development? Then what is its purpose?

2. What kind of a moral being is the original human being?

3. Where does language come from?

4. What does Rousseau think about instincts  such as selfishness and compassion? What about rationality? How does his attitude

square with the world-view of the “Enlightenment?”

24. Monday April 24 Rousseau’s political anthropology

Readings: Rousseau’s Discourse on the Origin of Inequality: Part II, pages 44-57.“

(Hint: Rousseau begins Part II with a paragraph on property, but that is not the “origin” but closer to the “conclusion” of the development of

inequality. In the next paragraph he backtracks and explains, step by step, how inequality among human beings developed and worsened.

From the second paragraph of Part II onwards is called his “political anthropology” since it attempts to trace the development of

civilization from the beginning to the present.)

Discussion Questions:

1. Where does private property come from, according to Rousseau? Is private property a fair institution?

2. Why were “natural inequalities” minimal in the state-of-nature? What changes in language are necessary to give meaning and

significance to these differences among human beings?

3. How does the transition from caves to villages increase inequality? How does the agricultural revolution increase it? How does the

division of labor and metallurgy increase it? How does the division of land into private property increase it?

4. What does Rousseau mean when he says that “Being something and appearing to be something became two completely different

things”?

25. Wednesday April 26 Assessing Rousseau

Readings: Rousseau’s Discourse on the Origin of Inequality: Finish Part II, 57-71.

Discussion Questions:

1. John Locke developed a famous theory of private property about 75 years before Rousseau, theorizing that individuals develop a right

to private property once they have mixed their labor into an object. What does Rousseau have to say about this theory?

2. How does politics serve to increase inequality?

3. Where does war come from? Is warfare a natural condition or an artificial one?

4. When Rousseau revers to “savages” is he being derogatory or ironic? Who are the greatest “savages”?

5. What sort of statement does Rousseau intend by the last sentence of the book? Is it a shot at the French system?

26. Monday May 1 Introduction to Marx

Readings: Marx, selections from The Communist Manifesto, up to “Proletarians and Communists.”

Discussion Questions:



1. How is Marx's Manifesto written? To what audience do you think it is meant to appeal?

2. What is class and how is it related to Marx's sense of history? Why does he spend so much time explaining the transformation from

feudalism to capitalism, and so little time on communism? What does he say is wrong with capitalism?

27. Wednesday May 3 Marx vs. Marxism

Readings: Marx, selections from The Communist Manifesto, finish.

Discussion Questions:

1. Does the list of reforms at the end of the Manifesto seem radical to you? Think about the 10 planks and analogous reforms in non-

Communist countries.

2. Speculate: given what you know of Marx’s theory, would Marx have approved or disapproved of the various 20th century totalitarian

Marxist states had he lived to see them?

28. Monday May 8 America, Slavery, and Frederick Douglass

Readings: Frederick Douglass’s “Fourth of July Oration” in reader.

Discussion Questions:

1. What did the Fourth of July symbolize for Douglass?

2. Did Douglass want liberty, equality, or both? What is the relationship of liberty to equality in American political thought, and how is the

relationship between the two sometimes become a problem?

29. Wednesday May 10 Second Wave Feminism

Readings: Simone de Beauvoir’s “Conclusion” to The Second Sex in reader.

Discussion Questions:

1. What is the difference between being female and being a woman, for de Beauvoir?

2. What is the nature of equality for de Beauvoir? Are they ways in which her message would appeal to men?

30.  Monday May 15 Critique of absolute equality and Course Conclusion

Readings: Vonnegut’s “Harrison Bergeron” (in reader)

Discussion Questions:

1. What is Vonnegut trying to say in his depiction of Vennegut’s parents? Are they sympathetic people? How has modern civilization

corrupted them?

2. What is Vonnegut trying to say about equality in this (very) short story? Can equality be taken too far? What kind of equality is he

talking about?

3. How will an understanding of political theory help you lead your public life?

FINAL EXAM TUESDAY MAY 23 7:15-9:30

 


